Our ‘Ask’ of the Liverpool City Region

We ask the Combined Authority:

- To establish an ‘Office of the Social Economy’ to help drive forward an agenda for the social economy that works for the whole economy
- To draw on the values in the social economy and address inclusive growth, highlighting the collaboration between the social economy, private and public sector organisations for the benefit of all
- To embed social value properly within public sector procurement

We ask the Local Enterprise Partnership:

- To provide tailored business support for social economy organisations
- To help set up fit for purpose investment funds, including long-term patient capital

We ask Liverpool Vision:

- To develop marketing initiatives specifically for the Liverpool City Region social economy

We ask the social economy itself, through the partners working on the Social Economy Panel:

- To establish a database of all social economy organisations operating in the city region
- To ask our local higher education institutions to incorporate social economy thinking within their research and teaching